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What is it?
What is it?
An offshore endowment is an investment
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Key
features:

Key Benefits

pension fund.

offshore investments are to
be distributed upon death

Tax deductions on
annual contributions
are limited to the
lesser of:
- 27.5% of your income
- R350 000 per annum

Restrictions:

Restrictions

Who is it for?
Who is it for?
Individuals
or trusts,who
with effective
above 30%,
Individuals
wish toincome
buildtax
uprates
retirement
that
wish to invest
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long
term goals inmanner
a tax-efficient
savings
in a secure
and
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and estate-planning-efficient manner
•Employed persons, when your employer
does not offer (or does not make
contributions to) a retirement fund structure

RA contributions are
No taxes on capital
100% tax deductible
income
TAX allowsgrowth or
Pay taxes TAX
at specific rates
The offshore endowment
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REFUND
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FREE
your
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African
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back
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of for offshore
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(check the example below for
details on the specific tax rates)

Investment
choice:

You are limited to either one or two
withdrawals during the initial 5-year
term of an endowment (capped at your
total contributions plus 5% per annum
Asset classes
compounded growth). After year 5, the
(equities,
property,
withdrawal restriction falls
away and
fixed
income, cash)
you can access your
entire
investment value

Estate duty free
(pay no taxes on the
Taxes incurred
from an
investment
value
endowment’s investment returns
death)
areupon
calculated
and settled within
the structure, this reduces
the tax-reporting burden for
investors when completing their
yearly tax returns

Limited liquidity
(monies cannot be
accessed before
your age 55)

At retirement (after
age 55), a maximum
of one third of the
investment value may
be paid out in cash,
subject to taxation

If you choose to disinvest before the
endInvest
of the initial
5-year term, there
Across:
may be early termination fees levied
against your investment

Geographies
(local, offshore
developed &
emerging markets)

From year 2 to year 5 of the initial
5-year term of an endowment,
contributions into the endowment are
limited to 120% of the previous year’s
Investment styles
contribution. You can contribute an
(passively
unlimited
amountmanaged
in the first
ETF’s,
12 months
of theactively
endowment term

managed unit trusts
or custom made
portfolios)

Invest Across
Check out Sterling InvestGeographies
(our in-house investment manager) for
more information
Asset classes
Investment
styles
regarding these model portfolios - www.sterling.za.com
(equities, property,
fixed income, cash)

Regulation
28:

Investment
Choice

Investment Series
Investment

(local, offshore, developed
& emerging markets)

(passively managed ETF’s,
actively managed unit
trusts, individual shares or
custom-made portfolios)
Allocation
The key elements of
Percent
Allocation Limits
Regulation
28 impose
the
Check out
Sterling Invest
(our in-house
investment manager) for more information regarding these investment options
Local & Offshore
following asset class &
www.sterling.za.com
75%
Equities
geographical allocation
30%
Offshore
limits to your RA to ensure
Tax rates
Ratescomparison
Comparison
Tax
widespread diversification Tax Property
rates
comparison
25%
Tax incurred
rates
comparison
Tax
rates
comparison
Here is a breakdown of the tax rates
by
different
taxpayers
in comparison to the endowment structure’s tax rates:
Tax rates comparison

Tax Rates

45%

Example:

Tax rates comparison

Bob invests R 5 000 per month over the next 30 years into a diversified investment portfolio
within an RA that generates an annualised return of 12% per annum. He increases this
contribution by 5% every year over the 30 years .

45%
45%
45%
45% 45%45% 45%
45% 45% 45% 45%

36%
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28%
30%
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30%
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into
monthly
28%
contributions, investment returns &
tax savings over the 30 year period

36%

Bob’s RA progression over 30 years

7 000 00036%36%
Bobs’s
RA investment value: 6 892 842
36%
36%

2 13322%
932 22% 22%
22%
18%22%
18% added
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18%
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18% from RA tax savings
12% 12%
12%
(31%of investment
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5 000 000
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6 000 000

18%

20%
20%
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20%
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20%
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Tax saving
(31%) 20%
2 133 932

4 000 000
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witholding
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witholding
tax Income
tax
Dividend
witholding
tax
Income
tax
Capital
gains
tax tax
Dividend
witholding
Investment
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taxcapital
Capital
gains
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witholding
tax
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tax Income
CapitalCapital
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tax
Dividend
witholding
taxtax
12%
annualised
return
= 6%
growth +
3 000 000
(DWT)
(CGT) (CGT)
(DWT)
(DWT)
(DWT)
(CGT)
(DWT) return (60%)
(CGT)(CGT) (CGT)
(DWT)
3% property/interest income +
4
163
306
* ** Individuals
**
Companies
Endowments
* Trusts
Individuals
**
Companies
Endowments
* Trusts
Individuals
Companies
Endowments
2000
000
3% dividend incomeTrusts * TrustsIndividuals
Trusts
Individuals
Endowments
Trusts
*** *Individuals
** **contributions:
Companies
Endowments
Companies
Endowments
Total monthly
Tax rates = effective CGT rate (14%), dividend
Monthly
595 604
1000 000
Assumptions
& notes:
Contributions
witholding
tax rate (20%),
marginal income
* Trust returns (income and capital in nature) are not distributed to beneficiaries
10
15
(9%)
tax rate (35%)
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Bob’s Guide

** Individuals are in the top tax bracket (earning income of more than R 1.5 million per annum) and have used up their R 40 000 per annum capital gain allowance
595 604
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any way as an advisor or in a fiduciary capacity. No one should act upon such information or opinion without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of a particular situation. We
our to provide accurate and timely information, but we make no representation or warranty, express or implied, with respect to the correctness, accuracy or completeness of the information and opinions.
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